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Abstract. Let H -, G be a strong map between two combinatorial geometries on the same set X. 
Thu rank function, flats, and independent sets of G are characterized in terms of a factorization 
of ). -c G into elementary strong maps. When H is the free geometry on X, these results lead to 
a re xesentation of G as the “basis intersection” of a family of transversal geometries (in the 
sense that B is a basis for G if and only if B is a basis for each of the transversal geometries in 
the Bmily), and dually, as the basis intersection of a family of principal geometries. 
One of the more familiar classes of combinatorial geometries [ 7] is 
the class of transversal geometries of Edmclnds and Fulkerson [ 81. Dual- 
ly related to these are the principal geometries of Brown [ 2-41 (called 
‘F-products” by him), which are defined in Section 1 below. 
In this paper we obtain Brown’s theorem on the orthogonality of 
transversal nd principal geometries, as a special case of more general 
results (Sections 2 and 3) on the factorization of the closiue map of a 
prt tgeometry into elementary maps. Thes, ,= results also lead to theorems 
on “representation” of geometries in the following sense: 
If, for a geometry G on a set X, there is a family {Gi} of geometries 
ot X such that a set B is a basis of G if and only if B is a basis of each 
Gig then we say that G is the basis irzterwctiorl of the family {Gi}. 
(“Basis-family intersection” would be more prec&-.) Sirnllar definitions 
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can ge made for spanning-set intersection, independent-set intersection, 
etc. In Section % we show that an arbitrary pregeometry on a finite set 
X is the independent-set intersection (and thus also the basis intersec- 
-lion) of a finite family of principal pregeometries of the same rank on 
X. Dually, in Section 5 we show that an arbitrary pregeometry is the 
spanning set intersection (and again also the basis intersection) of trans- 
versal pregeometries on the same set. 
Corollary 5.2, along with several other results on transversal matroids 
and their duals, was first proved by Bondy and Welsh [ 11. 
Many writers use the term “strict gammoid” for what we call a p:rin- 
cipal pregeometry. 
1. Introduction 
In this section we collect various definitions ard results concerning 
pregeometries and transversals of families of sets. For further details the 
leader is referred to [ 7, 101. 
Let L be a finite lattice. An element y of L covers x if x < y but no 
ele.ment z exists with x < z < y. An aaor~ of L is an element covering 
the zero element. A chain in L is a subset C of L which is linearly or- 
der$d by the order relation of L. If C has minima1 element x and maxi- 
mal element y, then C is an x---y chain An x-y chain in L is saturated 
if it preserves the cover relation of L. A finite lattice L is geometric 
when y covers x if and only if y =x’ vp for some atom p $ x. Every sat- 
urated x-y chain in a geometric lattice has the same cardinality. 
Let X be a finite set and let CIO be the lattice of subsets of X, ordered 
by inclusion. A pregeometry (matroid) G on X is a set of subsets of X, 
which contains X and which, when ordered by inclusion, is a gelometric 
lattice. Members of G are closed sets or flats. The closure of any subset 
.4 of X is the minimal flat containing A, denoted x (or Jc if more than 
one pregeometry on X is under consideration). The map A I+ 2 from36 
to G is a closure operation on g (i.e., ,4 C_ 2, ,? = 2, and A S B implies 
2 E B) which satisfies in addition the exchange property: if II, b E X, 
A c X and k f A U b but a $! A’I, then b E A U u. A consequence is that 
the flats covering any flat A partition the elements of X-A. G as a geo- 
metry on X if the empty set and all singleton subsets of X are closed. 
CIO is the free geometry on X. 
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The mzk p(A) (or rG (A)) of any subset ,4 of X is the size, less one, of 
all saturated 9-z chains in G. The rank of G is the rank of X. Flats of 
rank one, two, three are points, lines, planes, respectively, of G. The 
nuZ&y of a subset A of X is n(A ) = IA I - r(A ), v; here I l I is the cardinal- 
ity funcbion. The nullity of G is the nullity of X. 
.A subset A ofX is independent (or G-independent) if \+I) = 0. All 
maximal independent subsets of any set B, called buses of B, have the 
same cardinality, equal to the rank of B. A basis of G is a basis of X. A 
subset A spans B if 2 2 B, or t quivalently, if .4 contains a basis of B. 
A spanning set of G is a spanning set of X. An el~mcnt contained in 
every basis of B is an isthmus of B. If none exists, B is isthrms-free. An 
isthmus of G is an isthmus of X. A loop of G is an element of s, i.e., an 
element contained in no basis of G. 
A pregeometry G 011 X is characterized by ,iny of the following fame 
ilies of subsets of X: flats, independent sets, bases, spanning sets. A 
nonempty set 9of subsets of X is the set of independent sets of a 
(unique) pregeometry G on X iff 9 is an order ideal in 3 and all maxi- 
mal g-sets contained in any set are of the same cardinality. 
Corresponding to a pregeometry G on X is its orthogonal pregeome- 
try G* on X. The bases of G* are the set complements of the bases of 
G. Clearly (G*)* = G and the rank of G* is the nullity of G. Other rela- 
tions between G* .and G include : 
(a) A spans G* iff Jr--A is G-independent, 
wu 
(b) A is a G*-flat iff X-A is isthmus-free in G, 
(c) a is 2.n isthmus of G* iff a is a loop of G, 
(d) r*(A) = n(X) - n(X--A) = I4 I + r(X-A) - r(X), 
where Y* is the ran:k function of G*. 
Let H, G be two pregeometries on X. If H 2 G, i.e. if every G-flat is 
an H-flat, then the identity function on X extends to a strong map [ 7, 
91 from H tc, G and G is called a quotient of H. An equivalent condi- 
tion is that, I;;iG 2 .a” for every subset 4 of X. We denote this strong 
map, which takes t.:ach H-flat to the nrinimal G-flat containing it (i.e., to 
its G-closure). by i!i -+ G. In particular, the canonical closclre map of G 
is 33-+ II;. 
If H -+ G is a strong map, then rd; (X) 2 rH (X) with equality if and 
only if G = Er’. The difference rH(X) - r6 (X) is the rzullity of H -+ G. 
Since r$X) = MI, the nullity of the closrr:e map c13 + G is the nullity 
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of G, as defined earlier. A strong map H + G of nullity zero is trivia% 
(since G = H), and one of nulllity lone is elementary. Every strong map 
H+ G ofn~ullity n may be: written as a composite 
H=G,+G,+...+Gn=G 
of n elementary maps G,__r + Gi (i = 1, . . . . n), using for example the 
lift construction of Higgs 191. Such a sequence we call an elemevltary 
factorization of H -+ G. It is not unique in general. 
E!elmentary maps may be factored further in the category of all pre- 
geometries and strong maps. A theorem of Brylawski [ 5 1 and Higgs [ 9 ] 
provide,; that an elementary map H + G factors as an irq’eciicm of H into 
a sing/e-element extension [ 6, 71 K of H, foljlowed by a wntraction [ 71, 
of the added element a . There is consequently aone-one correspon- 
dence between single-element extensions of H and quotients of H under 
elementary maps. We describe below the basic facts we need concerning 
single-element extensions [ 61 and the corresponding elementary maps. 
A modular cut in a pregeometry H on X is a nonempty order tilter M 
lin H with the property that if A, B are in M and each covers their infi- 
mum A A 6, then A A B is in M. Given a modular cut M in H, let Cncr be 
the set of H-flats not in M, but covered by fiats in M. Then every flat of 
CM is csve?ed by a unique member of M. A single-element extension K 
on X u e of H is determined by a modular cut M in H and conversely. 
The ~or~e~pon%ng elementary quotient G = K/e of H on X is then given 
by G =: H-- CM. The elementary map H + G fixes all flats of H- Cj4, 
and takes ea .:h flat of CiM to the uniqule M-flat covering it. One excep- 
tion to the foregoing must be noted. IfM = H, then CM is empty and 
the map I#‘$ G is trivial, not elementary. The rank function of G (when 
M f H) is rjelated to that of H by 
We use the following notation to dr:note a trivial or elementary map. 
If 6 Is any iintichain of subsets of X such that the set of H-flats contain- 
ing one or more members of C is a mcjdular cut M of H, and if G is the 
elem+:ntary (or trivial) quotient of H :mder the corresponding map, we 
write H s G. We could of course always take & to be the set of minimal 
flats of M, but it will be convenient fg,r our purposes not to assume the 
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members of e are ,ilats of H. Note that Ii 2 G is trivial if and only if 
FH contains a member of & . 
If the modular cut M defining an elementary (or trivial) map ti + G 
is a principai filter of G,. the map H + G will be called a principal map. 
Such a map is specified by any subset E spanning the generator of M in 
H, and may be written Hq G. We call a pregeometry G on X a priwipai 
,pregcometry if the closure map cio + G a.dmits an elementary factoriza- 
tion into principal maps. Such pregeometries were first investigated by 
Brown [ 2-41, who called them “F-products”. 
LetE=:(Er,Ez.. . . . . E,n ) be a finite fa.mily of subsets of X. (The Ei 
need not be nonempty, nor need they be distinct.) A transversal of E is 
an m-subset {x1 , x2, . . . . ~,}ofXforwhichxieEifori= l,...,r~.A 
,partial transversal of E is a transversal of a subfamily of E. A corollary 
[ IO] of the “marriage” theorem of P. Hall provides that a subset .4 of 
.X contains a partial transversal of E of size n 5 m if and only if for 
every k < pn and choice of i,, . . . . ik with 1 5 i, < . . . < ik h m, the in- 
equality 
holds. 
A n CJ Eij 2 k - (m - !l) 
i=l , 
It was observed by Edmonds and Fulkerson [8] that the set of par- 
tial transversals of a family E satisfy the conditions given above for the 
ind.ependent sets of a pregeometry on X.. Such a pregeometry is called a 
transversalgregeometry, and will he denoted here by T(E), or T(E, , . . . . 
Em j. The bases of T(E) are the maximal partial transversals of E. 
2. Rank and closure for elementary factorizations 
We consider throughout his section a HxcCI. elementary Eactorkltion 
(2.1) H=G, 3 G, --3 ‘, .., !‘3 G ,, == G 
of .a strong map I9 -+ G of nullity ~2, 
By (1.2), we heave, for any A C X, 
(2.2) rH (A. ) - rG (A ) = I {i: 1.2 i < ,vl and AGi-t contains a member 
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(Observe that ifH =93 ) then rH - Yc; is the nullity fUnCtiOl1 Of G.) 
Define, for A C_ X, 
(2.3) f(A) = Iii: 1 5 < i __ 1~1 and A contains a member of &i} I . 
The following proposition is then immediate. 
Prop&ion 2.1. Let A be any subset o,f X. Then 
(i) 0 5 J”(A) < rH(A) - rc(_%); 
(iijifAisaG-flat,f(A)=rH(A)-rG(A). 
Theorem 2.2. For any subset A of X, 
r&4) = v,(J) --f(Z) = min [Y&O --f(B)1 , 
B2A 
where A is the G-closure of A. 
PrOOf. “G (A) = rG (A) = r*(A) - f(z) by Proposition 2.1 (ii). And if 
B r> A is aribitrary, then rG (A) <, rG (B)I 5 rH (B) - f(B) by Proposition 
2.1 (i). 
Corollary 23. rG (A) = rH(A) if and only if 
(2.4) f(Bj<r,(Bj-rH(A) foreachB1A. 
Proof. If rG(Aj = ijj(A j and tE 1 A, then rH(A) = rG(A) 5 rH(B) -f(B). 
W,;(A) Z rH(A), then rH(Aj > rc(A) = rH(x) -f(A) and (2.4) is vio- 
lated by B =A. 
Comikwy 2.4. A is G-independent if and only if A is H-independent and 
_,f(B j < rzY (B) - IA I for each B 2 A . 
Cordlary 2.5. lj H = %l in (2.1 j, then for any subset A of X, 
rc(A)= Iki-f(A)= min [IBI- f(B)] , 
B2A 
und .A is G-independent ij’and only if 
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f(B)1 s IB -A I for euch B 2 A . 
Corollary 2.6. If (91, . . . . 9,) isany permutation of (E 1, . ...& n) for 
which the sequence 
(2.!5) W=G$ Gf--+ . ..SG., 92 7 
is well-de-fined (in the sense that for i = 1, . . . . n the Gi_,-flats above 
members of yi form a modular cut which is not all of Gi_l ), then 
GI, = G. 
Roof. Theorem 2.2 provides that as long as (2.5) is a sequence of ele- 
mentary maps, GL is determined uniquely by H and the set function f. 
Neither of these depends on the order of the sequence (C 1 , . . . . & n 1. 
The hypothesis of Corollary 2.6 is of course quite restrictive. But in 
the special case treated in later sections, in which each C i is a singleton, 
the filter of flats above members of tZ i will be a principal 5lter and hence 
a modular cut. 
Theorem 2.7. is a flat of G if and only if 
(2.6) j’(B)-f(A)<r,(B)-r,.(A) foreachB>A. 
Proof. If A is a G-flat and B 3 A, then 
fU)=r&O-r&O by Proposition 2. B (ii), 
and 
f(B) <_ rH (B) - rG (B) by PrOpOSitiOn 2.1 (i) , 
rG(B) -rG(_d)> 0. 
Hence 
f(B)-f(A)<rH(B) --VG(B)--r~(A)+rG(A) 
<rt,(B)--rHL4J. 
If A is not a G-flat, then, since rG (A) = rG (A 1, we have 
rH(X) - rH(A) = rH(A) -r&) - [r&4) -+!A)] 
5 f@) -fM) by Proposition 2. E. , 
so that (2.4) is violated by li = .z. 
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Corollary 2.8. !f H = 93 in (2. l), then A is a G-flat if and on?y if’ 
f(bb -f(A)< B--Al foreachB 3 A. 
When H =‘3, the function rH - rG defined by (2.2) is, as noted 
above, the nullity function of G. As such it is (upper) semimodular: 
Although many of the results of this section for the function f defined 
by (2.3) are similar to the corresponding results in terms of the nullity 
function II, f is rzot in general a semimodular function. 
3.. Elementary maps and partial transversals 
Throughout this section, we consider an arbitrary pregeometry G on 
X of nullity n, and a fixed factorization of the closure map 33 + G. The 
proof of Th.eorem 3.3 will require consideration of the more gene,ral 
case, in which trivial maps as well as elementary maps are admitted in 
the factorization. The notation is simplified somewhat by the followjng 
observation: If Ii-+ G is any strong map and & is an antichain in g de- 
fining the trivial map on H, then C defines the trivial map on G also. 
For & defines the tr’vial map on H if and only if qH contains a member 
EofE;sinceGG SGH, the conclusion follows at once. Accordingly, 
any trivial map appearing in a factorization commutes with any elemen- 
tary map immedi(ateiy following it; the defining antichains of the two 
maps may be left unchanged. Thus let 
be a fixed factoriziition of the closure map 99 + G into ~1 elementary 
and m - n trivial m:Ips, where m >_ 12. By the above remarks, we may, 
without loss of gent rality, assume that E 1, . . . . E n define elementary 
maps, <end Cn+r , s-m, L, derine trivial maps. Thus G, = G,+r = . . . = G, 
= G, and we may apply the results of Section 2 to G withf defined by 
03.2 j f(A)= /(r: 1 <i<_ n and .4 contains a member of e i} I . 
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We denote by E = (E, , . . . . Em ) a vector of subsets of X, and by c the 
product set cr x t2 x . . . x Cm. 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose G is a pregeometry of nullity h on X and (3.1) is 
a factorization o-f the closure map 30 + G into n elementary m,zps and 
m - n trivial maps. Then a subset of X is irlrdependent in G if and only 
ifits complement contains a partial transversal of size n of every E irl c_. 
Proof. We can assume that e n+i, . . . . & m define the trivial map, so that 
(3.2) holds. By Corollary 2.5, X - A is G-inldependent if and only if for 
all13ZX-A, 
(3.3) f(B)< IAnBl. 
As noted in the introduction, A contains a partial transversal of size fl 
of E if and only if 
(3.4) k-(m-PI)< An b E. / 
I 
j=1 'j 
for all k <_ m and 1 <_ i, < ._. < i, <_ HZ .
We show that (3.3) holds for 5 > X - A if and only if (3.4) holds for 
ah E in c. Suppose (3.3) holds for B Z? X - A and let E, k, !:I1 . . . . i, be 
given. Define 
B=(X--A)u ; E. . 
i=l ‘j 
At lmost m - n of the ij exceed H, so by (3.2), f (B) 2 k -- (m - II 1. The11 
from (3.3), 
k - (~a? - n) <_ f(‘B) Yr IA n B1 = An LEi. 
I j= 1 
I - 
Conversely, suppcse (3.4) holcls for all E in C_. It is sufficient to prove 
(3.3) for B cl,osed in G, for if (3.3) fails for B but holds for ,B, then 
which contradicts Corollary 2.4. 
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Denok f@) by 1. Then there exist subsets Ei, , . . . . Eir of B with 
1 i i, < . . . < i, <_ fz and Efj in &ij forj = 1, . . . . 2 Further, since cn+l, . . . . 
C, define th’e trivial map on G, there exist sukets En+l, . . . . Em of s 
and hence ofB, withE, in Ci fori=n + 1, . . . . 1,~. Thus 
B Z. L Eij U Z Ei 9 
j=i i=ff+l 
so by (3.4), 
!A nBl> A r! L Ei_U Z Ei 2 Z=f(B) . 
\ 
j=t ’ i=n+l / 
Theorem 3.2. Let (3.1) be any fi.r::torization of the closure map 9 + G 
into n clmerrtczry maps and nz - n trivial maps. Then the nullity n of G 
satisfies 
n = max (j: every E in c has a partial transversal o,f size j). 
Proof. Certainly every E in c has a partial transversal of size n; for 
Theorem 3.1 provides that th.e complement of SJIY G-independent set 
contains one . S.o we need to show that there are E in c with no partial 
transversals of size exceeding n. 
Again assume that e,,, , .‘., em clefhe trivial. maps in (3. IT), so each 
contains some Ei e & Denoting l:l by k, we have by Corollary 2.5 that 
0 = r(z) = k - f(g) . 
Thus there exist subs& EiI , . . . . Eik of 4 with 1 5 i, < . . . < i, 5 n and 
lYij in Ci., ,i = 1 
I 
, . . . . ii. But then 
k 
SO no E in. c containing Eil, . . . . Ej,, En+l, .._: Em can have a partial 
transversal of size exceeding II. 
The preceding two theorems provide a short proof of the .following 
theorem, due IO Brown [4], 
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Theorem 3.3. Let E = (Et, . . . . E, ) be an arbitrary. vvctor c~J‘.wbwts oj’ 
X, T(E) its iuductd tt-anwwal pregeometr_!~, aud P(E) the ~~ri))cipal pre- 
geometry defimd b,, the st qrrewe 
Then T(E) and P(E) ure orthogortal prc~gcor~~etries. 
Proof. Observe first that since the Ei are not required to be ci:l:ced and 
trivial maps are admitted, the factorization (3.5 j is well-defined. Let 
P(E) have nullity II. Then by Theorem 3.2. it is the rank of T(E). lt fol- 
lows from Theorem 3.1 that X - A is independent in P(E) if and only 
if A spans T(E). 
Corollary 3.4. If F = (F, , . . . . F, ) is atly permrr~utiot~ of’ the mwbew 
of E = (El, . . . . E, ), therz P(F) = f(E). 
Two ather easy consequences of Theorem 3.3 are the following re- 
sults, well-known in transversal theory. 
Corollary 3.5. If H = T(E, , . . . . E, ) is a transversal pregeometrv of rmk 
n, then there exist i, < . . . < i,, such that H = T(Ei, , . . . . Ei,, J. 
Proof. In the factorization (3.5) of the closure map 9 + H*, delete the 
m- iz Ei’S defining trivial maps. 
Corollary 3.6. If H = T(E1 ) .,., Ei, .,., E, j is a transversuI pregcnnw tr*.\* 
and I is any set of isthmuses of X - Ei, the?l H = T(E, , . . . . Ei u I. . . . . 
Em 1. 
Proof. We may assume i = m by relabeling if necessary. Then the clowrc 
map 93 -+ H* = f(E, , . . . . E, ) may be factored 
Ci3 = G, -fi P, -fi . ..Pm_. 5 P,, =H", 
where F is any set between E, and its P, __I -c!c:sure. But the P,,l _ i - 
closure of E,, is the same as its H*-closure, and the II:“-clusur: ot 1:,,, s 
the union of Erm with all isthmuses of X - E,n .%n H. 
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4. Basis intersectkns uf principal pregeoz9etries 
In this section, we again omit trivial maps and consider an elementary 
factorization 
of the closure map of a pregeometry G of nullity 12 on X. The results of 
Section 3, therefore, apply with rrm == II. In particular, by Theorem 3.2, 
every E in g has a transversal, so every T(E) has rank n and every P(E) 
nullity f2. 
The next ,theorem states that every pregeometry on X is the indepen- 
dent-set intersection of principal pregsometries on X. 
Theorem 4.1. Ij’ G isa pregeometry of nullity II on X, there existsa jirm- 
ily 3 of principal pregt?onzetries of nullity on X, such that a subset if G- 
independent if and only if it is P-independent for every P in p. 
Proof. L,et (4.1) be an elementary factonzation of 99 + G. By Theorem 
3.1, a subset X - A is G-independent if and only if, for every E in c., A 
spans T(E). But the orthogonal of T(E) is the principal pregeometry 
P(E), by Theorem 3.3, so X --- A is G-ialdependent if and only if it is in- 
dependent in every P(E). Thus 3 = {P(E): E E c} is the desired family. 
In what follows we use 9 (:I, or simply P , to denote the family 
{P(E): E E g} of principal pregeometrics. 
Corollary 4.2. A subset of X is 4 bnsis oj’ G ig’and only if it is LI basis of 
evwy P in 9. 
The rank function of G is determined by the rank function of 9 by 
means of the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. The rank in G of my subset oj‘X is its nzirzimwn rusk 
uver ull P in 3 . 
Proof. Let r, r*’ denote the rank furxtiox of G, G* respectively, and 
for any E in L, let r E, r$ denote the rank functions of P(E), T(E), re- 
spectively. For a subset A of .Y, by ( i .‘I )(d), 
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r&l)= MI-rz+r&c--A), 
::.*j ; mmrE(A);= MI-iz+min$(X--A). 
E 
For the transversal pregeometry T(E), the rank function is given [ IO, 
111 by 
(4.3) r$(X--Aj=IX-AI-- max6E(X-B), 
BZA 
where aE is the deficiency fzrwctioit E 1 1 ] 
(4.4) 6,(X--B)=IX--BI-I{i: (X-B)nE,#@}I 
=1X--Bl-II+ Iii: BZ!Eijl. 
Thus by (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4), 
min~&4j=lXl-max max(lX-BI+ I{i:B>Ei)l) 
E E B2A 
= IXI- max (IX - BI + max I(i: B 2 Ej} i) . 
B2A E 
Now for fixed B, 
so 
max i{i: B 1 Ei) I = f(B) , 
E 
minrE(A) = MI - max (IX - B I + f(f3jj 
E B2A 
= min (IBI - f’(B>) = r(A) , 
B>A 
by Corollary 2.5. 
Theorem 4.4. Every flat of G is a f’klt of the sumc rurr/i irl s~~~m~ I’ irl3 
Proof. Let A be a flat of G. Then rr(A ) = j(A), ;.nd by Theorem 2.3, 
(4.5) MI-f(A)< IBI - f(B) 
for allB 1 ,4. For any E in c, define fE by (2.2) for the principztl facto- 
rization 
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Clearly, fE (B) 5 ;f(B) for any subset II. Choose E in c so that fE(A) = 
f(A). Then if .B 3 A, we have by (4.9, 
1,41-J>(A)= InI-f(A)< IBI--f’(B)5 iH-fB(&, 
so A is a flat of P[E) by Corollary 2.8. Thus&(A) is the nullity of A in 
P(E). Since&(A) -f(A), vE(A) =r(A). 
5. Basis intersections of transversal pregeometries 
The results i:~ this section are dual to those of Section 4. All notation 
will be as in that section. Our next theorem states that every pregeome- 
try on X is the spanning-set intersection of transversal pregeometries on 
X. 
Theorem 5.1. If H is a pregeometry of rank n on X, there exists a family 
Sof trarzveysal pregeomstries of rulczk n on X such that a subset spans 
H if and CW$J if it spans every 1’ in 7. 
Proof. The orthogonal pregeometry G = M* of 1Y has nullity n, so its 
closure map has a factorizatiorz of the form (4. II). Then a subset A of X 
spans H if apd only if X -” A js independent in G, which by Theorem 
3. I is equivalent o A containing a transversal of every E in c. Thus X 
contains a transversal of every E in C, so each 7’(E) has rank n and 
CJ = {T(E): E #E c} is the desired family. 
As with 3, we let 5’ (c), or simply 9, denote (T(E): E E c}. 
Corollary 5.2. 4 subset oj”X is a basis of M if and only if is is a basis of 
every T ip7 17 
The next two theorems are the analogues of Theorems 4.3 and 4.4. 
Thorem 5.3. The ravrk ilrt H ofh!ny subset of X is its minialum rank 
over every T in 7 . 
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Proof. For any subset X - A of X, we have by (4.2) that 
minrj(X-A)=n- iAI+minYE(A)=Iz- IAl+r(A) 
6 E 
=.1x-AI+r(A)-r(X)=r*(X-A). 
Theorem 5.4. Every flat of H is a flat of the same rarzk irj some T in 9. 
Proof. By (1. I ) (b), X - A is a flat of H if and only if A is an isthmus- 
free set of G = H*, that is, if and only if 
(5.1) r(A - 42) = r(A ) 
for every a in A. By Corollary 2.5, (5.1) holds if and only if for every 
UEA,BZA -a, thereexistsA1 >-A suchthat 
(5.2) le3-f(Bj2 IA, I-f(A,). 
(In this case, the G-closure of A serves 3s A 1 .) Similarly, X - A is a flat 
of T(E) if and only if for all a E A, B 2 A - a, there exists A 2 > A such 
that 
Suppose X - A is a flat of fi and let A 2 = 2, the G-closure of A. Then 
f(A) = n(x), and we can choose E in < such that f,(A) = f(A j. Then 
sincefE(B) < *f(B) for any subset B, we have, by the remark following 
(5.2), L+ any a E A, B 2 A - a, 
Hence X - A is a flat of T(E). NOW 
r*(X-A)=r~(x--_) 
if and only if 
r(A) = Q(A) . 
By Theorem 4.3, 
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but 
iff.4) = r(;i) = IA I --. f(A) 
min (@I -f~(.@) =rE(/l) . 
B2A 
Observe that the statements of Corollary 5.2, Theorem 5.3 and Theo- 
rem 5.4 are just those of the corresponding results of Section 4, with 
“principal” and “nullity” replaced by “transversal” and “rank”, respec- 
tively. The same analogy does not hold for Theorem 5.1 with respect 
to Theorem 4.1. That is, it is not necessarily true that eve.iry pregeome- 
try is the spanning-set intersection of principal pregeometries or the in- 
dependent-set intersection of transversal pregeometries. For example, in 
Theorem 5.1, an H-independent set is T-independent for e’qery 7’ in 9 , 
but the converse is not necessarily true. 
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